Delivering Frictionless
Security to the
Clinical Workﬂow

Security is increasingly important in healthcare.
In 2015, alone, the three largest healthcare
data breaches led to the theft of 95.5 million
patient records.

In 2017, the cost of healthcare data breaches
was $408 per record, up from $380 the
previous year.
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In 2017, the total cost of data breaches
exceeded $2 million per hospital.

In 2017, the average time to investigate and
correct a security vulnerability was 55 days.
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Healthcare IT professionals are concerned about security.

The HIMSS US Leadership and Workforce Survey identiﬁes the following healthcare
professionals’ concerns regarding automated workﬂows.
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Frost & Sullivan’s Survey of Healthcare IT Professionals
shines light on the important of security.
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Digital identity and access governance are the foundation of security.
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Digital Identity and Access Governance

Fully Integrated Identity and Access Governance Solutions
are Simpler, Less Expensive and More Efﬁcient

A single
platform

Easier way to evolve to Dynamic reports that
a cloud environment.
facilitate the audit
process and lower the
risk of a data breach.
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associated with
managing data
security.

Streamlined
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that integrate with
existing technology.

What should healthcare IT professionals look for
in an identity and access governance platform?

Select a single
access & identity
management
application suite.

Select single
sign-on
integration.

Focus on role-based
access & authorization
management.

Ensure the solution
supports a rich &
diverse ecosystem of
access devices and
provides a way to evolve
to the cloud in the future.

Look for out-of-box
integration with
EHRs, VPNs & other
clinical systems and
applications.

Look for a solution
that supports
existing & evolving
clinical workﬂows.

Choose a solution that
facilitates identity
risk-management
and accelerates
remediation.

Look for a solution
that includes full
identity lifecycle
governance.

Select a vendor that is
able to articulate
future enhancements.

Health care organizations need to strike the necessary
balance between security and clinical workﬂow efﬁciency
across the evolving technology landscape.

Decision makers should consider Imprivata, a healthcare technology
provider, for intelligent security solutions for any healthcare environment.
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